Designated as the “Best Practice” product by the Safety Center of the U.S. Armed Forces, Safe Way is the newest trend to fight against drunk driving. This life saving device helps you to stop any intoxicated friends from getting behind the wheel.

Safe Way is a disposable alcohol breath tester, specifically designed for sales to civil and military law enforcement and for forensic applications. Safe Way alcohol testers are available in multiple percentiles to test for various levels of breath-alcohol concentration (BrAC).

Safe Way does not require batteries or costly re-calibration. It is designed based on a chemical reaction that is not sensitive to any gas other than alcohol. This highly selective reaction to alcohol reduces chance for a false positive result (more common with the semiconductor sensors). Safe Way's sensitive crystals change color when exposed to alcohol.

### Features & Benefits

- **Safe & Disposable**
  No risk of contamination that may be associated with public use of non-disposable testers.

- **Affordable & Convienent**
  Low cost per unit and small enough to attach to your key chain or fit in your pocket.

- **Easy Test Procedure**
  Ideal for screenings in private & public applications

- **Pre-Forensic Screening**
  Makes a perfect screening tool which qualifies an individual for submission to evidential testing.

### Where Safe Way Promotes Safety

- Police & Forensic Laboratories
- Military
- Schools & Universities
- Workplaces
- Bars & Restaurants
- Shelters & Clinics

### Excellent Safety Promoting Device

The Safe Way keychain breathalyzer allows for imprinting of your company logo and safety slogan. It is an ideal promotional item to give away at you next tradeshow or company event.
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